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How I Learned to Love Clear –15° F Days 
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I fly a Birddog – in Minnesota. I fly on chilly days. There are months that high temps for the day are single 
digits, Fahrenheit…  with a minus sign in front of that digit.  
 
Of course, there’s the need for start-up heat: oil sump heater pads; cylinder heater bands or elements; hot air 
preheating; heated hangars. But that’s only the tip of the iceberg. We have to take care of that engine – and 
its operator – when it’s running. To keep my Birddog and me nice and toasty, I applied what I’ve learned in 
four decades of Upper Midwestern winter flying. 
 
Engine Protection 
Without cowl flaps to help limit air flow, we need to restrict a ‘Dog’s cooling airflow at warmer ambient temps 
than do our C-180 and C-185 brothers. I’ve found Birddog winter fronts are of benefit even with OATs as high 
as 30-35°F.  
 

    
 
To create the winter fronts, I cut two flat panels of .040 Alclad, 6.375” by 7.50”, to block the inboard portion of 
the left and right cowl openings. The outboard portion of the original cowl openings, 2.25” wide by 6.0” high, 
remain uncovered. The open outboard location is intended to provide better cooling flow across each 
cylinder’s head region. First, I riveted doublers of zinc chromated .032 Alclad along the inside of the cowl 
openings’ top, bottom and inboard edges. Next, I clamped the winter front plates in position and drilled pilot 
holes through the plates, cowl and doublers. I installed 8-32 Rivnuts in the cowl and doublers, and opened the 
holes in the plates to accept 8-32 truss head screws with nylon washers. The circular openings in the winter 
front were added through trial and error testing to keep cylinder head temps around 200ºC in most conditions. 
My dimensions are shown on the photo, yours may differ. 
 
Force Feed Your Heaters 
Winter fronts help keep the engine toasty. But it’ll give cabin occupants the chills because we’ve just reduced 
the under-cowl air pressure and volume – both are necessary to keep feeding air through exhaust heat 
exchangers to create cabin heat. So, cut a hole for a 1.75” flange (Aircraft Spruce # 10350-7) in the face of 
each winter front plate. An above-midline, inboard-of-center position on the plates will help avoid a too-sharp 
bend in the SCAT tubing. Rivet the flange into position. 1.75” OD SCAT tubing (Aeroduct SCAT -7; Aircraft 
Spruce # 05-29907; 3.0 ft req’d) fits neatly into the fresh air intakes located on the horizontal baffle plates 
ahead of each front cylinder. The SCAT must be long enough to pass down through the 2” fresh air intake 
flanges and past the first bend of each intake’s 2” SCAT. If too short, the tubing may pop loose from the 
heater intakes during higher airspeeds.  
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The right side SCAT must be slightly longer than the left to accommodate the two different locations of the 
factory heater air intake flanges. In my setup, the right SCAT measures 16.75” long; the left is 14.50”. Secure 
each tube to the winter front’s flange with a Breeze-style clamp. Feed each tube into its heater intake and 
runner, then secure the winter fronts with 8-32 truss-head screws and nylon washers. 
 
With this setup and OATs of -15° to +20°F, I can keep the cylinder head temp in my normal 190°–210°C 
range as the engine operates in the 1900-2300 RPM range. Before winter fronts, I was often unable to 
achieve temps above 175°, even at 2300+ RPM. 
 
Oil Cooler Winter Front 
With the winter fronts, I’ve found more heat is retained in the engine and less covering of my original 1100B 
oil cooler is required. For my lowest temp flying, I found an opening approximately 4” long by 1” high gives 
adequate cooling, permits the vernitherm to cycle, and enables the indicated oil temp to exceed 80°C on all 
but the coldest days (-20°F). That’s necessary to boil off the water that’s always made in the crankcase during 
cold weather operations. Ignore that water and you’ll be into an overhaul in just a few winter flying seasons – 
regardless of the hours on your engine. 
 

 
 
The aluminum tape used for sealing aluminum-faced insulation panels’ seams and ductwork is a great winter 
front for oil coolers. For fewer problems with congealed oil and its inconsistent flow, keep the oil hot through 
as much of the cooler as possible. So, when covering the front of the oil cooler, the uncovered area should be 
near the cooler’s outlet port. 
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Additional Forward Cabin Heat 
The observer’s floor-mounted heater outlet is supplied by the left exhaust heat exchanger. It also supplies 
heated air to the pilot’s left big toe. By blocking the observer’s outlet when heat is not needed in the aft cabin, 
all heated air from the left heat exchanger is directed to the pilot’s entire left foot – pure nirvana on a sub-zero 
day!   
 

 
 
On my ‘Dog, a 2.125” ID aluminum tube was the starting point for the shutoff ring. After cutting the tubing to a 
length one quarter inch longer than the height of the outlet, I bonded a 1/16” thick strip of rubber to the inside 
of the ring for a more positive air seal and to prevent damaging the finish of the outlet. Just remember to 
remove it when your spouse hops into the back seat on a cold day. Or not, as you prefer. 
 
Keep Your Breather Breathing 
Crankcase breather lines are notorious in the North Country. Blown crankcase and appliance seals, a 
weeping accessory case and leaking magneto drive seals are some of the symptoms of too-high crankcase 
pressures often brought on by obstructed crankcase breather lines. Cold engines make water and the 
water/oil mist mixture travels through the breather to escape to the atmosphere. But that water/oil mist can 
congeal or freeze in a sub-zero breather line and completely plug the line. So, insulate that breather!  
 
First, check for a small hole on the top of the crankcase’s breather fitting or within the first two inches of the 
horizontal line. If you don’t find a hole, drill a 1/8” hole on the aft top surface of the case’s right angle breather 
fitting. (Drill the hole with the fitting removed from the engine, of course. Debris isn’t appreciated by bearing 
surfaces.) The hole will serve as a pressure relief in case the line becomes plugged. The hole can be located 
so it falls under the insulation sleeve. If unsure where or how to place the hole, speak to a mechanic in a cold 
weather region. Continental had a service letter years ago recommending this for O-470s and other engine 
series, too. 
 
The breather line’s insulation is the closed cell foam insulation designed for 3/4” copper plumbing pipe. It 
generally has a wall thickness of about 3/8” with a slit that runs the full length of the insulation tube. Pop open 
the slit, encase the breather from the very front fitting to the end of the horizontal run of the breather, past the 
rear baffle wall, and secure it in place with wide temperature-resistant nylon tie-wraps. Insulate the vertical 
breather tube to within a few inches of its final outlet. The horizontal breather line is 5/8” OD so there will be 
slop taken up by the tie-wraps. If you’re tempted to use the Continental specified and part-numbered 
“insulation” sleeve for the breather: Don’t! – unless you then cover the sleeve with the plumbing insulation. 
The specified breather sleeve is little more than fire sleeve material and provides virtually no insulation. The 
foam insulation I’ve used shrinks when exposed to summer under-cowl temps. Plan on a shrink of nearly an 
inch per foot of length. It will not shrink during cold weather operations. 
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If your breather line dumps into a vertical aluminum breather vent tube aft of the accessory case baffle wall, 
provide additional protection against pressure buildup. Generally, a 1/4” hole is drilled on the aft side of the 
vertical tube, one to two inches above the tube’s outlet end. That will relieve startup crankcase pressure if an 
ice plug forms in the end of the tube after engine shutdown.  
 
A Jacket For Your Separator 
If you’ve got an oil/air separator, read on:  
Now that your engine’s misty mix of water and oil is arriving properly warm at your oil/air separator, you need 
to keep it that way to permit the separator to do its work. A chilled separator will encourage formation of the 
thick, jellied foam that plugs a separator’s oil return line and even restricts the atmosphere vent. If they plug 
up, you’ll loose venting and the trapped, congealed oil and water foam created during your long, low power, 
low heat descent to landing will remain in the separator until under-cowl heat builds during ground operations. 
It will likely dump all over your hangar apron upon shutdown. To avoid that, insulate your separator. 
 

           
 
 
I purchased quilted firewall insulation (Wag Aero # M-618-100), non-adhesive hook-and-loop (Velcro™) fabric 
tape and cut a kraft paper template to fit the separator. I bribed an upholsterer to cut and edge the insulation, 
and stitch on the hook-and-loop tape sections. Now, the jacket secures itself to my Pierson separator.  
 
Solar Heat – Our Dogs’ Best Winter Trait 
Finally, we’re blessed with those great big, beautiful skylights. Their heat gain during the winter is terrific. With 
clear skies, our great passive solar heating system kicks in. But for those days that the sun doesn’t shine 
quite so brightly and during those long Northern nights, you’ll appreciate the additional cabin heat. And your 
engine will appreciate being kept toasty warm, too. Good Luck and Good Flying – Year ‘Round! 
 

Woof, woof! 


